
BAL BHARATI PUBLIC SCHOoL, ROHINI 

ACADEMIC SESSION (2021-2022) 

SYLLABUS- FEBRUARY22 

CLASS:IV 

ENGLISH: 
TEXT BOOK : MY NEW CANVAS 

TOPIC LEARNING oUTCOMES ACTIVITIES 

Dance Delineation- Lesson 14 Dances of 
India 

The leaners- 
Each student will make 

acquire knowledge
about different kinds (Activity based) 

Lesson 15 Androcles 
and the Lion 

a colourful powerpoint
presention on the 

different folk and 
of dance forms and 

their attributes
classical dances of (Reading 

Comprehension) 
use articles correctly 

while writing India. 

Grammar Articles Collage- Each 
sentences 

student will make a 
O Articles 

collage depicting 
appropriate use of 

articles with nouns. 
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MATHS 

TEXT BOOK: MATHEMATICS TEXTBOOK CUM wORKBOOK (PART-4) 

CONTENTS LEARNING OUTCOMES ACTIVITIES 

Finding estimated length of 

some vegetables in cm. eg a 

lady finger. 

CHAPTER-10 The learners 

MEASUREMENT 
Relates commonly used (continued) 

larger and smaller units 

of length, mass and 

capacity. 

Making a Diary Entury of the 
time for your daily routine 

eg waking time, bathing 
time etc ( in am/pm ). Also 

converting the time in 24 

CHAPTER-12 
Demonstrates the 

relation between 24 hour 
TIME 

clock time and 12 hour 

clock time 

hour clock time. 

SCIENCE 
TEXT BOOK: LIVING SCIENCE BY RATNA SAGAR 

cONTENTS LEARNING OUTCOMES ACTIVITIES
The learners will 

Lesson-12 
(Air, Water and 

Weather) 

Draw, colour and label Understand how the Sun 

affects movement of air a) sea and land breeze. 

b) process to remove 

insoluble impurities from 

water 
Draw, cut and paste 

dress worn by a girl and 

a boy using origami 

and changes forms of 

water. 

Learn about sea breeze
and land breeze. 

Enlist ways to purify water 

identify various kinds of 

materials used to make 
Lesson-4 sheet. 

(The Right Clothes to 

Wear cloth. 

Select clothes suited to 

different weather. 
discuss ways to take care 

of cloth. 



soCIAL SCIENCE 

TEXTBOOK: MY BIG BOOK OF SOCIAL STUDIES - BY RATNA SAGAR 

CONTENT 
| LESSON-17 

LEARNING OUTCOMES ACTIVITIES 
ACTIVITY 1 

To check the spell error from 
the new vocabulary words 

learnt in the lesson. 

Paste or Draw the pictures of 
Understand the Regional any two famous Monuments 

The learners -

OUR RICH appreciate the 
importance of Rich 

Culture that India has 

CULTURE 

diversity of India with 
regard to languages, 
food, clothes, folk dance 

LESSON-18 and Festivals. 

OUR RIGHTS AND 

DUTIES 
ACTIVITY 2 

and music etc. Discuss the Duties and Rights 
Understand that all have of a Child in the playground at 

some rights and duties in home and in the classroom 
the society 


